To evaluate in the Western Learn to Ride 1-4 program, all evaluators must be active/current Equestrian Canada NCCP certified
Instructors or Coaches.
Western Rider Level 1-3 Exams
 Rider to be evaluated by an Equestrian Canada current certified western instructor/coach. Riders own current certified
Equestrian Canada instructor/coach may evaluate.
Western Rider Level 4 Exams
 Rider to be evaluated by an Equestrian Canada current certified western instructor/coach. Rider may not be evaluated by
own current certified Equestrian Canada instructor/coach.
Western Intermediate Rider Program
This program allows candidates whom have completed the Western Learn to Ride 1-4 program and want to further their skills, the
opportunity to do so. The Western Intermediate Rider Program
was developed for those individuals who wish to discover the
many disciplines available in western riding at the competitive
level, from Western General Performance to Reining to Speed. The
Western Intermediate Rider Program serves as a prerequisite for
Competition Coach Certification. For information on the Western
Intermediate Rider Program, please contact the AEF office.

Alberta Equestrian Federation
Mission: To assist in creating a positive environment
for the enjoyment of equines. Through leadership and a
proactive approach we promote, facilitate, and
coordinate equestrian related activities in Alberta.

Contact us

403.253.4411 or 1.877.463.6233
albertaequestrian.com

@AlbertaEquestrian
ab_equestrian

Learn to Ride Western and
have fun doing it!

120, 251 Midpark Blvd SE
Calgary, AB T2X 1S3

What are the Learn to Ride / Drive Programs?
The Equestrian Canada (EC) Learn to Ride Programs are aimed at individuals who wish to become well-rounded horse people, who are able to
care for and ride their horses in a correct and safe manner and wish to be recognized for doing so at a national level.

Rider 1

The Program is available for both English & Western riding disciplines, as well as Driving; providing a systematic approach for introducing new
riders to equestrian sport.

Candidates will be taught how to:
 Place and adjust a halter and tie the horse
 Demonstrate proper grooming
 Demonstrate proper horse handling on the ground
 Saddle and bridle correctly
 Mount and dismount in an acceptable manner
 Maintain an acceptable position of Body, Legs, Hands, At the 3
gaits: walk, jog, lope
 Demonstrate the proper aids for the three gaits and recognition
of leads
 Demonstrate properly the elementary method of stopping and
backing up
 Demonstrate and explain the rein effects of the direct and opening rein

Organized into levels (English Learn to Ride Levels 1-10, Western Learn to Ride Levels 1-4, and the Western Intermediate Rider Levels) the Learn
to Ride/Drive Programs develop practical hands on stable management and riding skills along with the knowledge that will help ensure riding is a
safe and enjoyable experience for all.

Rider 2







Candidates will be taught how to:
 The proper riding position with the use of one hand and two
handed positions
 How to post on the correct diagonal and change diagonals
 Maintain a proper riding position of the: Body, Legs, Hands
 Variations of speed at the lope
 Execute transitions of the gaits
 Name and demonstrate the effects of the indirect rein and the
neck rein
 Be able to identify the correct lead (Within 5-6 strides)
 Execute correctly all practical work referred to in Rider 1

Rider 3

Candidates will be taught how to:
 Explain the rein of opposition
 Bandage four legs correctly
 Describe and name three bits and explain their use
 Rider turn out will include overall performance and attitudes;
clothing, neatness, and conduct
 Name and demonstrate the effect of leg aids
 Execute turn on the forehand
 Execute turn on the haunches
 Execute with proficiency all practical work covered in Rider 1
and 2

Rider 4

Candidates will be taught how to:
 Understand and explain basic collection
 Execute a simple change of leads from both directions
 Demonstrate proper lunging procedures
 Demonstrate and explain Side Pass
 Demonstrate and explain Two Track movements

Experience and skills developed during lessons are supported by further learning material found in the rider manuals/rubrics that accompany
each level in the program. Proper riding technique is best developed with the aid of an EC certified instructor/coach. As such, the program has
been
designed to be delivered by an EC certified instructor/coach. These instructors/coaches are provided with materials, guidelines and
specific training to support their delivery of the Learn to Ride/Drive programs.
Accompanying each level of the programs are rider tests that are composed of a written theoretical component, a hands on practical stable
management component, and a riding/lunging component—all designed to test the rider on their knowledge learnt at each specific level.
Successful candidates will receive nationally accredited certificates and rider level badges.
Join us! Feel good about participating in a program that is
for everybody and accomplishes the following:
Tracking your progress successfully
Working towards a national standard
Learning to ride safely and correctly
Developing a range of skills and knowledge
Recognizing and celebrating your achievements
Candidates wishing to achieve future instructor/coach
certification will need to complete the Western Learn to
Ride levels 1-4 program and may also be required to complete

com-

ponents of the Western Intermediate Rider program.

Step 1: Purchase an AEF membership;
Step 2: Purchase the Western Rider Manuals 1-4 & Western Intermediate Rider Program Book along with the Stable
Management in Canada manual;
Step 3: Contact a certified Equestrian Canada Instructor/Coach eligible to complete rider testing;
Step 4: Study for rider exam and mentor with your instructor/coach;
Step 5: Have your instructor/coach submit an application to host rider testing, once a testing date is determined, along
with the processing fee of $25 / certificate; with a minimum purchase of 1 certificate per rider per testing
Step 5: Complete rider test; have instructor/coach submit paperwork to the AEF office in exchange for rider certificate
and badge.

